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Chip-scale high-precision measurements of physical quantities such as temperature, pressure, refractive index, and
analytes have become common with nanophotonics and nanoplasmonics resonance cavities. Despite several important
accomplishments, such optical sensors are still limited in their performances in the short and, in particular, long time
regimes. Two major limitations are environmental fluctuations, which are imprinted on the measured signal, and the
lack of miniaturized, scalable robust and precise methods of measuring optical frequencies directly. Here, by utilizing
a frequency-locked loop combined with a reference resonator, we overcome these limitations and convert the measured
signal from the optical domain to the radio-frequency domain. By doing so, we realize a highly precise on-chip sensing
device with sensing precision approaching 10−8 in effective refractive index units, and 90 μK in temperature. Such an
approach paves the way for single particle detection and high-precision chip-scale thermometry. © 2016 Optical

Society of America
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1. INTRODUCTION

Resonance cavities are excellent transducers to convert small
variations in the local refractive index into measurable spectral
shifts. As such, these cavities are being used extensively in a variety
of disciplines ranging from, e.g., bio-sensing [1–5], chemical sens-
ing [6], temperature sensing [7], and pressure gauges [8–10] to
atomic and molecular spectroscopy [11]. Specifically, chip-scale
microring and microdisk resonators (MRRs) are widely used for
these purposes [12–14] owing to their miniaturized size, relative
ease of design and fabrication, high quality factor, and versatility
in the optimization of their transfer function.

The principle of operation of such resonative sensors is based
on monitoring the wavelength dependence of the resonator sub-
ject to minute variation in its surrounding (e.g., different types of
atoms and molecules, gases, pressure, temperature). Traditionally,
wavelength monitoring has been achieved either by comparing
the spectra prior to and after the sensing event, or by monitoring
the resonator’s temporal intensity variations at a fixed frequency.
Yet both techniques are akin to thermal drifts and other noise
sources of both the MRR and the interrogating laser, which limit
the sensitivity and accuracy of such measurements both in the
long and the short terms. Thus, in order to monitor such minute
perturbations to the refractive index over time (representing, for
example, the temporal changes in a concentration of a molecule),
one needs to have both the MRR and the laser fully stabilized.
The level of such stabilization will dictate the sensitivity limit
of the system. Considering a silicon photonic chip operating

as a refractive index sensor, with a target refractive index sensitiv-
ity of 10−8, which is beyond the current state of the art, one needs
to stabilize the MRR to the ∼100 μK regime, while the laser
needs to be stabilized to the megahertz level. Stabilization to such
values is highly challenging. In order to overcome frequency un-
certainties and enable real-time and precise sensing, it is desired to
implement a differential sensing scheme. Indeed, such schemes
have been explored using either external reference systems or
more recently by the use of a reference MRR on-chip [14,15].

While the concept of a reference resonator provides a signifi-
cant advance, the implementation of highly precise sensing is
still limited to the quality of the local oscillator, e.g., the laser that
is being used and the ability to precisely define the resonance
frequency by using conventional spectroscopic measurements.
A promising approach for overcoming these bottlenecks is the
implementation of active frequency stabilization schemes.
Frequency modulation (FM) spectroscopy, wavelength modula-
tion (WM), and the similar Pound–Drever–Hall techniques
are widely used to lock the radio and optical frequencies to a
desired resonance frequency and to measure the dispersive proper-
ties of resonant phenomena [16–18]. In these methods, a signal
proportional to frequency difference of the local oscillator and the
resonator (coined an error signal) is fed back to the local oscillator,
and consequently aligns the laser to the desired resonance. Indeed,
by using such schemes the stabilization of different sources has
been made possible [19,20]. Moreover, one can simultaneously
monitor the resonator frequency variations with high precision
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[21]. Indeed, it should be noted that the precision of such
frequency variations can substantially exceed the Q-factor. For
example, in an atomic clock a frequency uncertainty (Δf ∕f ) of
10−11 at time constant of 1 s is achieved [22], being often 5 orders
of magnitude smaller than the inverse Q-factor of the atomic line.

Here, taking advantage of concepts borrowed from the well-
established field of frequency metrology, and exploiting the differ-
ential immunity of our cascaded MRR system to environmental
perturbations, we demonstrate a sensing platform enabling
both short and long time highly precise sensing. Specifically,
we frequency lock two independent lasers to two MRRs, which
are situated in the vicinity of each other on the same chip. As the
frequency difference between the MRRs is in the radio-frequency
(RF) regime, our system has the capability to transduce minute
environmental perturbations, (e.g., in the form of pressure varia-
tions, temperature variations, or the presence of analyte and
particles) to a RF signal. By doing so, and considering the ability
to measure RFs exceptionally precisely, a conceptual break-
through in nanophotonics-based sensing is achieved. To demon-
strate the usefulness of our approach, we measure the difference
between these two frequency locked lasers by beating them upon
a photodetector, achieving a highly sensitive sensor capable of
measuring a refractive index uncertainty of 1.5 · 10−7 RIU ·
τ−1∕2 (τ being the averaging time constant), with an unprec-
edented noise floor of 1.5 · 10−8 RIU, equivalent to temperature
uncertainty of about 90 μK at ∼200 s. Typical drifts were mea-
sured to be 10−7 RIU∕h enabling long time stability in the state-
of-the-art level and even beyond. One direct application of our
system is the measurement of local temperatures and temperature
gradients on a chip. This latter issue is becoming in the modern
era, when the local heating of central processing units (CPUs) is
becoming one of the major bottlenecks preventing the improve-
ment of computer performance beyond the current state of the
art. Having a CMOS compatible platform that can perform such
precise temperature measurements without being sensitive to
electromagnetic noise is greatly needed. We cope with this issue
by inducing a temperature gradient between the two MRRs. By
doing so, we are able to distinctly demonstrate an on-chip local
thermometer capable of measuring temperature differences as
low as 0.8 mK over the course of minutes, corresponding to a
measurement uncertainty of 1.2 mK · τ−1∕2.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Fabrication and Concept of Operation

A schematic representation of our differential sensing apparatus is
sketched in Fig. 1(a), where we present a chip consisting of two

cascaded MRRs coupled to a bus waveguide. The first (right
MRR) serves as the reference MRR, while the second (left
MRR) is the sensing unit, which is subject to the perturbation
to be measured (analytes, temperature, pressure, etc.). We seek
to monitor the refractive index variations of this sensing MRR,
which manifest as a resonance frequency shift, as illustrated in
Fig. 1(b). Here, two adjacent resonance lines (green line) origi-
nating from each of the cascaded MRRs are illustrated. The fre-
quency difference between these two lines is 10 GHz, and is
assumed to be relatively constant, as both MRRs are subject to
the same environment. By applying a perturbation to the sensing
MRR, this frequency difference will change, as illustrated in the
blue line in Fig. 1(b). Thus, monitoring the frequency difference
yields a precise and accurate method to measure small changes in
refractive index, temperature, or pressure. Moreover, as the ability
to accurately (orders of magnitude better than what is reported in
this paper) measure RFs is readily available, relatively cheap, and
miniaturized, the proposed method offers a prominent advantage
with respect to optical differential schemes.

In Fig. 2(a) we present a scanning electron micrograph (SEM)
of the two cascaded MRRs. The MRR chips presented here are
fabricated using low-loss waveguides based on the concept of
local oxidization of silicon (LOCOS) [23–26]. The waveguide
dimensions were 450 nm width and 220 nm height, whereas
the MRR radius was 30 μm. Next, we characterize the transmis-
sion spectrum of the cascaded MRRs. In Fig. 2(b), we plot the
transmission of the MRRs as a function of wavelength. We ob-
serve a few distinct absorption dips separated by the free spectral
range (FSR) of the MRR (corresponding to ∼3 nm). By closely
examining the spectrum [Fig. 3(c)], we observe that each dip
within an FSR consists of two distinct dips, with a separation
of 78.5 pm corresponding to 10.03 GHz. Such frequency sepa-
ration complies with the abovementioned requirement for an
easily detectable separation in the RF regime. Finally, the reso-
nance of each dip is ∼30 pm wide, corresponding to a Q-factor
of about 50,000, with extinction of about 15 dB.

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic representation of cascaded MRRs.
(b) Illustration of the spectrum of the reference MRR (in blue) and
the sensing MRR (solid green and dashed green). The sensing MRR
curve is illustrated with and without the refractive index change.

Fig. 2. (a) SEM image of the cascaded LOCOS MRRs. (b) Measured
spectrum of the cascaded MRRs. (c) Zoomed transmission around two
adjacent dips, separated by 78.5 pm/10.03 GHz.
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Next, in Fig. 3 we illustrate a schematic representation of the
dual locking scheme. Each locking scheme relies on the acquis-
ition of a signal proportional to the difference between the laser
frequency and the MRR frequency. This error signal is fed back
to the laser’s frequency actuator. Specifically, two lasers, labeled
“source A” and “source B,” are combined and coupled to our cas-
caded MRR chip. Both lasers are wavelength modulated by two
different frequencies, f 1 and f 2, being in the few 100 Hz regime,
and with a modulation depth corresponding to a fraction of the
width of the resonators. The signal of both lasers is coupled
through the bus waveguide to a lensed fiber connected to an
InGaAs detector. The generated photocurrent feeds two lock-
in amplifiers (LIAs), referenced to two different frequencies,
f 1 and f 2. The demodulated signals provide us with error signals
that are redirected to sources A and B. Such error signals, which
can be viewed as the differential of the MRR lineshape, provide
the laser with the needed “correction” in order to be aligned with
the MRR. An additional integrator serves as a “memory” for each
individual servo-loop. Such technique is well established, and
more details and implementations can be found in, for instance,
Refs. [27–30]. Finally, to monitor the frequency difference be-
tween the twoMRRs, sources A and B are combined to illuminate
a fast photodetector. The frequency beat signal is monitored using
a RF frequency counter.

Finally, we add an electrical switch connected to the output of
the modulation f 1 and f 2. We do so because using wavelength
modulation, i.e., operating at low frequencies and relatively high
modulation depths, yields a dithered beat spectrum. Obviously
such a spectra is difficult to interpret. By switching the modula-
tion (and “freezing” the integrator’s output), we are able to obtain
clear beat signals. In future implementations, this switching can
be avoided using either frequency modulation [16], where the
modulation frequency has to exceed the resonators width, or
the previously demonstrated dither cancelation techniques [28].

B. Frequency-Locked Loop Results

Next, we apply the locking scheme presented earlier, and charac-
terize the system capabilities. To do so, we tune both lasers to the
vicinity of the resonance dips and close the two servo-loops. Now,
the two lasers frequencies are aligned with two adjacent resonant
frequencies, each originating from a different MRR. To verify
that indeed the difference in resonance frequencies between the
two MRRs is relatively stable over time, we monitor both inte-
grators’ outputs (representing the error signals) as a function of
time. In Fig. 4(b) we plot typical error signals of both MRRs.

One can clearly observe that the two error signals follow each
other, thus the lasers are tracking each MRR individually in a

correlated fashion. We attribute this correlation in error signal
to be mainly due to temperature fluctuations in the room.
Such temperature fluctuations affect both MRRs almost identi-
cally, as both MRRs are subjected to a very similar heat environ-
ment: they are situated on the same chip, in close vicinity to each
other, and are of the same dimensions and materials. Using the
thermo-optic coefficient of silicon [31] (1.8 · 10−4 RIU∕K), and
by calibrating the frequency modulation transfer function of the
lasers, we estimate room temperature fluctuations of about 0.1°K,
which is a typical value measured in our laboratory over a time
scale of 1 h. Finally, in Fig. 4(b), we plot the error signal differ-
ence. It can be readily seen that the error signal difference devia-
tions are much smaller than the deviations of each of the error
signals. The deviations of the error signals are of the order of
a few gigahertz, whereas those of the error signal difference are
1½orders of magnitude lower. We note that error signals do
not represent frequency adequately because they may incorporate
laser drifts, as well as piezoelectric (such as hysteresis and creep).
Indeed, a better choice is to analyze the beat signal directly. This is
because the beat frequency can be fully attributed to the MRR
frequency separation and decoupled from the laser fluctuations.

Next, following the above discussion, we analyze the beat fre-
quency obtained by tapping about 10% of the signal emerging
from each of the two lasers, combining it into a single fiber and
detecting the combined signal using a fast photodetector con-
nected to a frequency counter, as illustrated in the left portion of
Fig. 3. For this purpose, a wafer scale set of cascaded MRRs has
been fabricated by UV lithography, and a specific set of MRRs
separated by ∼4 GHz has been selected. We once again stress that
this frequency separation is most likely a consequence of fabrica-
tion tolerances. In Fig. 5 we plot the normalized frequency differ-
ence (Δf ∕f ) as a function of time, while switching among three
modes of operation of the servo-loops to reveal the different
stability characteristics of the system components. In Fig. 5(a)
we present the case where, initially (denoted as t � 0), each of
the two lasers is locked to its dedicated MRR, followed by the
mode in which one laser is free running, while the other is still
locked, and finally once again both lasers are locked. As can be
seen, when the lasers are locked to both MRRs we obtain a rel-
atively constant frequency difference. This is in contrast to the
case where one laser is locked to a MRR and the system drifts.
Next, in Fig. 5(b) we plot the measured normalized frequency

Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of dual locking schemes. Two lasers are
locked simultaneously to the cascaded MRRs. The beat signal of these
two lasers is measured using an oscilloscope or a spectrum analyzer.

Fig. 4. (a) Calibrated integrators output as a function of time of both
servo-loops. (b) Difference between the integrators output as function of
time.
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difference for the case where initially each of the two lasers is
locked to its dedicated MRR, and subsequently both lasers are
free running. Once again, the system seems to drift significantly
when the lasers are free running, representing the relative insta-
bility of the two lasers. The magnitude of this drift is appreciably
lower than that of that presented in Fig. 5(a). We conclude that
when operating in the case of a single servo-loop, considering the
relatively long time constants, we are most likely tracking the
MRR drift, which is dominant with respect to the laser drift.
Indeed, as the MRR temperature is not stabilized in any manner,
such drifts, which correspond to a relative frequency drift of
∼10−5 over the course of ∼40 min , are highly likely, as they cor-
respond to a temperature drift of ∼0.1 mK (considering a
thermo-optic coefficient of the order of ∼10−4∕C ).

Next, we turn to analyze the instability of the beat frequency
representing the frequency difference instabilities between the
two MRRs. To comply with the widespread and conventional fre-
quency stability analysis, we apply an overlapping Allan deviation
to the measured normalized frequency presented in Fig. 5.

The Allan variance is a highly common time domain measure
of frequency stability. Similar to the standard variance, it is a mea-
sure of the fractional frequency fluctuations, and yet has the ad-
vantage of being convergent for most types of noise. For a discrete
series of N measurements, the Allan variance can be defined as
follows [32]:

σ2y �τ� �
1

2�N − 1�
XN−1

k�1

�yk�1 − yk�2;

where yk is the fractional frequency of sample k, averaged on the
time interval τ. Here, we use an overlapping Allan deviation that

is an implementation of the Allan deviation utilizing all possible
combinations of the measured dataset.

The normalized frequency is translated to refractive index
units by multiplying the normalized frequency by the effective
group index of the guided mode. In Fig. 6 we plot the overlapping
Allan deviation as a function of integration time τ for three differ-
ent scenarios. The first, represented in blue, corresponds to
the case where each of the lasers is locked to its dedicated
MRR. The significance of applying this approach is twofold.
First, it quantifies the sensor metrics in the time domain, i.e.,
it reveals the instability of the sensor at different time constants.
Second, the Allan deviation is a very powerful tool to discern dif-
ferent noise sources by examining the slope at different time con-
stants. For instance, as one can see, the instability of the locked
system averages out at a rate of ∼ 1ffiffi

τ
p , revealing our system at these

time constants (3–100 s) to be white frequency noise limited [33].
At the time constant of ∼200 s, the slope levels out, which is
typical of frequency flicker noise. The sensor reaches a floor of
∼1.5 · 10−8, representing the ability to measure variations in in-
dex of refraction with unprecedented precision approaching 10−8

at these time constants. Even if we take into account a realistic
biosensing or gas-sensing scenario in which the optical mode in-
teracts with the analyte only partially due to the limited mode
confinement in the cladding, we still maintain precision beyond
the state of the art.

Next, we compare our result to the free-running case (green
line) and the single lock case (red line). Clearly, one can see the
trend illustrated in Fig. 5 revealed in this analysis. The single lock,
as well as the free-running lasers, exhibit significant instable op-
eration at long times when compared to the double MRR lock
scheme. Such plots exemplify the long time stability advantages
of our system. A single MRR shows excellent short time stability
(∼3 s) comparable to the two rings. Yet, as laser drifts (green line)
and temperature drifts of the MRRs (red line) become dominant,
the system losses its ability to precisely measure refractive index
changes. We note that even when we remove the relatively deter-
ministic linear drift from our analysis (not shown here), both the
free-running lasers and the single MRR lock schemes still exhibit
significant instability in comparison with our two-MRR system.
We note that although both MRRs are subjected to the same ther-
mal environment, varying temperature gradients across the chip

Fig. 5. Normalized frequency difference as a function of time for two
different operation regimes: (a) one laser locked to a MRR and the second
laser free running, and subsequently both lasers locked to both MRRs,
and (b) two lasers locked to both MRRs and subsequently both lasers free
running.

Fig. 6. Overlapping Allan deviation (based on measurements in
Fig. 5) of the refractive index presented for three cases: a single laser
locked to an MRR with the second laser free running (red line), two lasers
free running (green line), and the case where each of the two lasers is
locked to its dedicated MRR (blue line).
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(resulting from the absence of thermal management and/or
isolation of our chip, in the current demonstration) might induce
slight fluctuations and drifts in the fractional frequency. Another
mechanism that may induce such drifts is related to imperfections
in the servo-loop, e.g., in the form of a parasitic (and drifting)
input to the integrator. Indeed, we witness a small frequency drift
of the order of 10−7 RIU∕h. Investigation of the exact mechanism
of such small and yet important drifts will be pursued in the
future.

Generally, we further note that our laser’s linewidth and overall
performance affects the servo-loop performance. Indeed, our
laser’s linewidth is narrower than the linewidth of the ring reso-
nances. In principle, lasers with larger phase noise would require
longer integration times in order to achieve the same per-
formance.

C. Chip-Scale Thermometry

When translating the normalized frequency uncertainty of our
double-locked MRR system in terms of temperature sensitivity
(right axis in Fig. 6), one reveals an unprecedented ability to
implement on-chip precise thermometry. Here, a temperature dif-
ference precision of 1.2 mK · τ−1∕2 with a floor of ∼90 μK at
200 s is predicted. To demonstrate such capabilities explicitly,
we introduce a localized source of light illuminating one of
the MRRs [see Fig. 7(a)], and thus by direct absorption create
a deliberate temperature gradient. To create such localized illumi-
nation, we use a near-field optical microscope (NSOM) in which
a fiber coupled probe, with an aperture of 300 nm, is used in
illumination mode. The NSOM probe is set to be in contact with
the surface, and positioned at the center of one of the MRRs
[Fig. 7(a)]. Operating at the wavelength of 980 nm, we expect
the light to diffract into the silicon dioxide layer (having a thick-
ness of 2 μm), and then be absorbed at the silicon substrate be-
neath it. Such a process generates a lateral heat gradient across the
chip, which can be measured precisely using our cascaded double-
locked MRR apparatus. In Fig. 7(b) we plot the temperature dif-
ference (calculated using the relation ΔT � ngΔf ∕�f α�, where
α is the thermo-optic coefficient of silicon and ng is the effective
group index of refraction) between the two MRRs as a function of
time. The temperature gradient is controlled by varying the power
coupled to the NSOM probe. To maintain a reference baseline,
we turn off the laser in between each illumination sequence, and
compensate for a small linear drift. As we decrease the power level,
we also intentionally increase the time we measure the temper-
ature difference in order to obtain a better signal-to-noise level.

As can be seen in Fig. 7(b) (inset), we apply optical power in the
range of a few hundreds of nanowatts (calibrated separately using
a photodetector) and obtain a linear temperature offset of a few
millikelvin. For the last illumination sequences in the Fig. 7(b)
(corresponding to power levels of ∼90 and ∼70 nW; see dashed
horizontal lines) we measure corresponding average temperatures
of 3.09 mK and 2.32 mK, i.e., a difference of 800 μK between the
two measurements. From the Allan deviation curve we estimate
the uncertainty to be of ∼90 μK at the measurements time
constant (∼300 s). It is thus not surprising that we can easily dif-
ferentiate between these two temperatures.

In recent years, there has been significant effort to construct
optical chip-scale thermometers, with designs exploiting both
photonic crystal cavities and MRRs. Such devices offer prominent
advantages with respect to other temperature measurement tech-
niques, as they offer high sensitivity, large temperature range,
and immunity to electro-magnetic disturbance. The cascaded
double-locking scheme presented here not only compares favor-
ably in its sensitivity, but also allows one to keep this high degree
of precision over long times, without the need to stabilize both the
chip and the interrogating system. As such, our approach offers
fantastic prospects in terms of integration with relatively cheap
and compact lasers, such vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers
(VCSELs).

3. DISCUSSION

We have demonstrated an on-chip sensor capable of detecting
unprecedentedly small frequency changes, which can be traced
back to minute perturbations in refractive index or temperature.
Our approach consists of two cascaded microring resonators; one
serves as the sensing device, while the other plays the role of a
reference, eliminating environmental and system fluctuations
(temperature, laser frequency, etc.). By utilizing a servo-loop lock-
ing scheme, we are able to translate the measured effects from the
optical domain to the radio frequency domain. By doing so, we
can quantify our system capabilities utilizing the well-established
RF technologies, such as frequency counters, spectrum analyzers,
and atomic standards.

Experimentally, we have locked two lasers to the two cascaded
MRRs such that each of the lasers is now aligned to its respective
MRR. By tracking the error signals of the servo-loops we note
that, while each error signal drifts significantly (∼few gigahertz),
the difference in error drifts about 2 orders of magnitude less
(∼50 MHz). Generally, error signals cannot be directly mapped
to frequency deviations (due to laser frequency drift, laser piezo
hysteresis. etc.). Yet this result exemplifies the advantage of using
a reference resonator to address environmental perturbations.

To fully exploit the system capabilities to convert optical
frequencies to the RF domain, we directly measured the beat
frequency between the two lasers. First, by directly observing fre-
quency over time we observed that the laser drift is significantly
smaller than the drifts of the MRRs in an uncontrolled environ-
ment. Hence, MRRs are shown to be unstable frequency refer-
ences over long times, and thus the sensing capabilities are
limited. In contrast, by analyzing the beat signal of the locked
lasers, we could observe stable frequency, up to the level of
∼10 MHz∕h. Utilizing the well-established techniques borrowed
from the disciplines of frequency metrology, we calculate the
Allan deviation and find our system to be capable of observing
extremely low perturbations in refractive index, down to the level

Fig. 7. (a) Schematic illustration of our NSOM tip illuminating light
on the left MRR, and thus creating a heat gradient via optical absorption
in the silicon bottom layer. (b) Temperature difference between the two
MRRs as inferred from the measured beat frequency as a function of
time, while changing the optical power illuminated by the NSOM probe.
Inset: temperature as a function of illuminating power.
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of 7 · 10−9 at 200 s. The abovementioned value can be used for
the purpose of temperature sensing down to the 50 μK level.
Indeed, by taking advantage of the interband transition, we used
a near-field light probe as a local heat source and we explicitly
demonstrate the usefulness of our approach for temperature-sens-
ing applications. We could easily observe temperature difference
of 500 μK with high signal-to-noise ratio.

While having an on-chip thermometer with 50 μK temperature
precision is, to the best of our knowledge, the state of the art in
the field, it is tempting to consider further advancements. The pre-
cision scales with the Q-factor and the signal-to-noise ratio. As we
have recently reported, silicon MRRs with Q-factors of ∼5 · 106
can be achieved [23]. Thus, assuming the same signal-to-noise
ratio as in our current demonstration, one may expect temperature
sensing precision below 1 μK and refractive index sensing in the
10−10 regime. Obviously, achieving such fantastic results should
require additional system efforts such as thermal management,
and mechanical stability. An additional important consideration
for implementing a temperature sensor, in contrast to a refractive
index sensor, is the need to separate spatially the temperature sens-
ing MRR from the reference MRR. For instance, to probe the
variation in temperature across the chip, one would ideally deploy
several MRRs in different locations across the chip. Another im-
portant issue is the ability to fully calibrate such sensors. Indeed,
introducing a highly calibrated refractive index change is highly
challenging to achieve, as a fully traceable refractive index standard
does not exist. The major challenge to our obtaining a fully trace-
able sensor will probably be a topic of interest in the years to come.

Next, we discuss our system from the engineering perspective
of implementing the above-demonstrated platform as a refractive
index sensor. For implementing a refractive index sensor and
maintaining the same principle of operation mentioned above,
one would like both MRRs to be subjected to the same cladding
environment (discarding the sensing analytes). One approach, re-
cently demonstrated by Kim et al., is to construct a liquid-based
refractive index sensor having a common flow cell above both
MRRs that is able to maintain the flow of two solutions above
each MRR separately [15]. A second approach is to construct
a gas-based sensor, where both MRRs have hollow chambers
above them. Here, the reference MRR is encapsulated and the
sensing MRR is exposed to the environment. Similar designs have
been reported in the context of atomic spectroscopy with rubid-
ium atoms integrated above a MRR [34]. Finally, we address the
prospects of fully integrating the above-demonstrated system,
including sources, detectors, and servo-loops, into a chip-scale
sensor. To do so, we propose to exploit the fantastic achievements
in miniaturized components such as vertical-cavity surface-
emitting lasers (VCSELs), microprocessors, and voltage-controlled
oscillators. Inspired by the revolution in chip-scale atomic clocks
[35], sharing similar frequency-locked loop architectures, we
believe that a fully integrated low-cost and low power consuming
frequency-locked cascaded sensing system is feasible.
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